The effect of practice on the recall of salient information in obsessive-compulsive disorder.
Deficits in memory and cognitive inhibition have been proposed as underlying mechanisms of obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD). To test this hypothesis, an emotional variant of the retrieval-induced forgetting (RIF) paradigm was constructed which investigates whether repeated retrieval of previously learned material (Rp+) leads to enhanced forgetting of related but nonretrieved material (Rp-) in comparison to unrelated material (NRp). Paradigm (involving OCD-relevant, neutral and negative material) was presented to 21 participants with OCD and 22 healthy controls. To compare personally relevant stimuli across groups, salience ratings of the material were included. RIF was not reduced in OCD per se. Tentative evidence was found for a weakened RIF effect for personally salient OCD-relevant material in OCD patients in comparison to healthy controls.